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Abstract

Many modern day speech recognition systems are rendered ineffective
by the environments they reside in. These environments are often loud
and busy forcing spoken words to contend with background noise. It is
often the case that a system will be forced to function with highly frag-
mented and incomplete data. This leads to a need for a system capable
of functioning without having access to an entire sentence but only a
limited set of words. A system that is required to be capable of under-
standing natural language and phrases as users cannot be expected to
have prior knowledge of how to interact with the system.

The focus of this thesis is to attempt to create a system capable of
binding keywords to actions using Association Rules as a basis. As-
sociation Rules allow the system to choose its own keywords allowing
a higher level of flexibility and a possibility for self learning and im-
provement. A very basic AR-based system has been designed and im-
plemented which will allow for testing of potential accuracy.

After having read through the thesis the reader should have a work-
ing knowledge of how an association rule based recognition system
functions, an idea of system precision and be familiar with the advan-
tages and disadvantages of such a system. This thesis should provide a
more than adequate basis for future implementations of such a system
whether they be scholastic or commercial. Results show that the system
has potential but association rules on their own are not enough to allow
the system to function independently without taking into concern the
nature of the data and implementation.
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Thesis outline

What follows is a rough idea of the structure of this thesis.

Chapter 1: Introduction
Here the problem this thesis seeks to solve is presented. A basis is established for what
needs to be done and different possible solution models. One is then selected based upon
which attributes are viewed as desirable. Other currently existing systems are looked at and
discussed. Finally the structure of the data which the system is hoped to handle is intro-
duced.

Chapter 2: An Association Rule Recognition System
After having chosen a model we will use to solve the problem, the way we will structure
the system will be explained. The system will be based upon the model chosen in the intro-
duction. Various aspects of how the system works will be examined.

Chapter 3: Implementation limitations and results
In order to examine the capability of the chosen model a simple implementation has to be
created. This chapter deals with the limitations of that implementation and roughly how
efficient it is at handling known and unknown data.

Chapter 4: Discussion
This chapter discusses the various issues that affect the system as well as a more general
look at the concept of a system that can make logically incorrect choices both on a structural
and on a more meta level.

Chapter 5: Conclusion and future potential
A closing statement on the current state system and a glance at what will be required for the
system to unlock its full potential in the future.
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1 Introduction

Technology has become a vital part of mankind’s everyday life. Every single facet of our
day to day activities have us interfacing with systems where we have little to no grasp over
their functions and inner workings. In spite of this we have achieved an impressive amount
of success making vast leaps and bounds in terms of scientific advancement sheerly by us-
ing our natural prowess. Humanity is able to communicate and learn new things simply by
interacting with each other and we are capable of drawing conclusions and making assump-
tions to help complete our mental representation of a subject.

Ironically this is where our technological forte is left sadly lacking [15]. Human-Robot
speech interactions tend to be very simply implemented and often very inflexible in terms of
how they work. Many of these problems have been lifted forward by people such as Markus
Forsberg [4] who goes on to describe many of the problems that modern speech recognition
systems face. As he points out these systems are placed in busy environments with a lot
of background noise that can be very hard to filter out. This can lead to fragmented and
inconsistent data that is nigh impossible for most modern system to use.

1.1 Premise

Although new ideas are constantly being put forth in terms of how to physically improve
noise reduction [6] this on its own isn’t enough. The purpose of this thesis is to examine the
possibility of a command recognition system based on keywords. So rather than trying to
perfect speech to text recognition itself this system will instead focus on trying to connect
understood words to the intentions we wish to define them to. What we hope to find is a
decision model to base this system on, to examine the benefits and flaws present within the
chosen model and to have a grasp of a rudimentary systems capabilities. Finally we need to
examine the problems encountered to see what needs to be done and if there are any obvious
problems with the model that would make building a command recognition system off of
the model impossible.

Naturally the English language is vast and complex so before we can even attempt to ex-
amine such a thing we must begin by setting certain limitations that would make understand-
ing it possible. First we will begin by limiting the set of actions our system should be theo-
retically capable of performing. We will call these actions DIR(<Location>), BRING(<Object>)
and INFO(<Object>,<Attribute>); with DIR standing for direct, BRING standing for
bring and INFO standing for inform.

Furthermore we are not interested in actual speech recognition at this time but rather
the model behind linking words to intentions. For this reason we will be working under
the assumption that every sentence examined by the system will have keyword sufficiency,
which is to say it has all the words required in order to understand the action. Now that we
are aware of what the system is expected to do we are able to begin looking at a way of
implementing it.
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1.2 Existing systems

Before a model for the new system can be decided on existing implementations of speech
recognition systems should be taken into account. A lot of work has been put into speech
recognition by the smartphone industry in order to make devices easier to use. The most
notorious system that currently exists is probably Apple’s Siri [8]. Siri has received a fair
amount of praise for its impressive vocabulary, contextual awareness and suprisingly re-
freshing humour. Not only that but Siri is capable of improving its contextual awareness
based on existing data through cloud intelligence [16]. All of these factors make Siri quite
the power house in terms of understanding human speech.

Still Siri has received its fair amount of criticism for its limitations [17]. Primarily for
not being able to correctly interpret answers or give satisfactory results for simple com-
mands. Even Siris creator Steven Wosniak has criticised [9] Siri in an interview for be-
coming ”dumber” after having been purchased by Apple. Although the exact reason behind
this is unknown due to Apples secrecy clauses logic dictates that if Siri does use contextual
reinforcement then the system might ”forget” less common questions.

Another system that works on a similar basis is the START [3] natural language system
that is a very early step in terms of text recognition. START focuses more specifically on
understanding natural language. This is done by examining the structure of a sentence,
primarily word ordering, as to help interpret the meaning of the sentence. This allows the
START system to comprehend more ambiguous and complex questions.

Ideally from these existing systems we would like to lift Siris contextual awareness
while also taking aspects from START such as its ability to sort through ambiguity. All of
these aspects are highly desirable when building a system and they should give the system
the kind of flexibility it needs to function in trying day to day situations.

1.3 Recognition system models

In order to be able to design the system a model must be found that is capable of effectively
connecting words to actions. There are many models that could implement a rudimentary
version of a recognition system such as a Decision Table or an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN). Decision Tables were ruled out for being too inflexible to handle natural languages.
An ANN was considered a viable alternative but due to constraints in the amount of data
available and the amount of time allocated for this project the ANN model was discarded.
The models we have chosen to focus on are flexible in terms of decision making, are capable
of working with limited sets of data and should ideally scale well in order cope with the
span of a natural language. Time constraints prevent us from examining any other models.
What follows are a number of different models that are deemed as possible alternatives for
modelling a system capable of understanding natural language.

Binary Decision Tree

Perhaps the simplest model is a Binary Decision Tree(BDT) that takes into account the
existence of certain words in the input sentence. It would descend the tree looking first for an
action and then a number of parameters associated with that action until the parameters are
deemed as fulfilled. Although there aren’t many systems that state outright they are based
on decision trees most simple speech recognition systems seem to function on a similar
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Figure 1: An example of a binary decision tree implemented for natural language under-
standing. The words with asterisks are actions while the ones without are param-
eters. The attentions assigned at each positive branch are indicated with a cursive
i.

principle wherein they first identify a single command a user wishes to perform and then
a single parameter to that command. An example of how such a tree might be constructed
for rudimentary speech recognition is shown in figure 1. Although the simplicity of this
method is quite attractive there are some fairly glaring problems with this method. First off
one must take into account what will happen if a certain sentence has no correlation with
a specific action. In this case the program will have to probe every single action located in
the tree, finally exiting after having looked through every single action.

This is admittedly not a problem in smaller implementations but languages are fairly
vast and building a tree that has to handle every known verb in the English language would
prove complicated to say the least. It is also hardly uncommon for a pair of words to imply
one thing while the words on their own might mean separate things. There are no efficient
answers in how to handle the problem of multiple words having different intentions than
their single counterparts and as such this system was ruled as too unwieldy to implement
practically.

Compressed Decision Tree

Similar to the Binary Decision Tree the Compressed Decision Tree(CDT) adapts the
tree structure by moving more intelligence into each level rather than spreading it out over
the entire tree. This is done by having each node level divided into actions and parameters
rather than the words associated with them. This dramatically reduces the depth of the tree
and allows us to use more elegant datastructures at each level to check if certain words are
bound to certain actions rather than having to search the entire tree. Alphabetical searching
is one of the first things that come to mind.

This would lead to each action having its own branch and if that action is found the
tree would branch out into a set of nodes corresponding to the number of parameters that
command expects. CDTs are far better fitted to understanding natural language but still
have a set of drawbacks. A CDT based upon the BDT in figure 1 can be seen in figure 2.
The most glaring problem that both trees share is that somebody has to go in and manually
assign what words are associated with what actions and parameters. Doing this for anything
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Figure 2: An example of a compressed decision tree implemented for natural language
understanding.The attentions assigned at each positive branch are indicated with
a cursive i.

other than the most minimal of implementations would be what is commonly referred to as
a massive time sink. Furthermore the possibility of having several relevant word connec-
tions on multiple levels is also a problem. For example certain parameters might always be
used with certain actions but we wouldn’t be able to see that since we either look at actions
or parameters at each level. The system wouldn’t have any way of knowing if that word
has relevance on multiple levels without having to traverse the entire tree every time, some-
thing ideally avoided as it may complicate command handling. CDTs are best described as
functional but not ideal.

Association Rules

Figure 3: An example of association rule building. A word or set of words implies an inten-
tion. Strength is a measurement of how often any rule occurs when a particular
word is present.

Out of the alternatives Association Rules (AR) could probably be considered the most
interesting in terms of development possibilities as they suit the ”bag of words” approach
very well which is essentially what the input is. An example of where association rules have
been used in other systems is where they have been used to help personalization in web
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based applications [11]. Association rules also are arguably[19] more effective than other
association generation systems. ARs let the system itself decide what keywords should be,
based upon how often certain words refer to certain actions. The more frequent a word
implies an action the stronger the association rule between the two. An example of rule
creation from a small set of build data is shown in figure 3. Allowing the system to choose its
own keywords which gives the system a high amount of flexibility as the system is capable
of improving its accuracy over time by using correct cases to potentially ”strengthen” rules.
This can create a kind of context sensitivity to the data environment. A highly desirable
trait of ARs is that the system is capable of learning new words by using this positive
reinforcement technique, making it possible for a system to expand its vocabulary on its
own.

Not having to manually assign keywords to actions can also be seen as a boon as the
system will decide for itself what’s important. This could save a massive amount of time in
terms of data entry and it would be fairly easy to update the system as it would just have to
take new data cases into account when building its ruleset. This being opposed to having
someone go in and decide which keywords are relevant and which ones are not, something
a human being might find tricky at times.

For all of ARs pros it also has a fairly problematic set of cons that will be explored more
later in this report. The two most glaring flaws this model has is ambiguity as mentioned by
Forsberg [4] where the system couples a single word against several actions or parameters,
as well as the fact that the system can basically be taught to do wrong if the data on which it
builds the system is in itself unclear. If this ambiguity occurs the matter of how to best deal
with it falls to the specific scenario the system is intended for.

Ultimately Association Rules were chosen as the go-to method for implementing this
keyword recognition project. This being thanks to the system’s potential, flexibility and the
capability of one day being able to learn and improve from the conversations it has using
context sensitivity. Due to the complex nature of natural language and taking into account
the number and variation of languages that exist the ability to adapt is important. Decision
trees also have a set of problems that could prove crippling[12] to the system in the future
if we strive to implement something as large as an entire language.
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2 An Association Rule recognition system

2.1 Data scope and structure

As a model for the system has now been decided upon it is possible to begin generating
data that the ARs will use as a basis. Naturally we must limit the data scope as time and
resources are limited. The concept behind the data format is that the data will be constructed
of a set of sentences where each sentence will be followed by a set of intentions. So build
data takes the form of:

WORD WORD WORD ... #ACTION #PARAMETER ...

An example of this would be the input sentence: WHERE IS THE EXIT #DIR #EXIT.
With the sentence being WHERE IS THE EXIT and the expected intentions the system
should identify being #DIR #EXIT with the ”#” character being used to differentiate words
from actions and parameters. In order to ensure a decent scope for the data we designate
a set of theoretical scenarios to generate data from. There will be nine different environ-
ments. To each of these environments we will send a service robot capable of performing
our three original commands DIR,BRING and INFO. From the build data a set of rules
will be made. Rules created will be in the form of an implication:

WORD (& WORD & ...)1 -> INTENTION.

An intention is either an action or a parameter. When the system creates intentions
for an input sentence it will base the intentions chosen on the rules that have been created.
The product of this will be a list of intentions which are meant to represent the meaning of
the sentence i.e. the command we expect the system to perform. Example output can be
found in appendix B.

The data generated will be questions posed by humans to our service robot. On these
principles 846 sentences have been created that were considered likely to occur over our
nine scenarios. The scenarios in question are a cafe, library, supermarket, hospital, air-
port, convention, school, park and furniture store. Pictures depicting these scenarios can be
found in appendix A. These scenarios were picked as they were environments that could
potentially make use of a service robot and also give a variation between noisy or quiet
environments. Further scenarios or sentences than the ones created were not made due to
time constraints and the view that the amount collected sufficed for rule building.

1Rules can often take the form of several words together implying an intention. In these cases the words are
separated by the & character.
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2.2 System structure

Having chosen system model and having generated the data the construction of the system
can begin. By feeding the data sets into the Association Rule generation program, Magnum
Opus [2], a set of usable association rules are created. Magnum Opus uses the OPUS [18]
algorithm to efficiently search through data spaces. Magnum Opus is capable of generating
rules based upon a number of statistical measures. The primary statistical measurement this
particular system will be based upon is Strength, which is the estimate of the probability
of a certain word implying a certain action. Rules that made it into the system were cho-
sen based on their strength. Furthermore Magnum Opus insignificance filter was applied
with the default critical value to remove rules that were deemed insignificant. The method
Magnum Opus uses to determine if rules are insignificant can be read about on their web-
site [1]. What follows is an explanation of how an association rule based system might be
implemented and the different features and issues that might occur in that kind of a system.

Figure 4: A rough walkthrough of how the system might be structured. The input sentence
would first be run by the existing association rules. For every word that matches
a rule an intention is generated. After that the system can make a decision based
upon the intentions that have been generated.

An association rule based system has a very natural procedure when it comes to process-
ing words. Similar to how a human being might look up the meaning of a word the system
will look up the intentions of keywords in a sentence. The system will begin by reading in a
set of rules generated by an Association Rule creation system for example Magnum Opus.
From these rules it will create internal definitions of words.

When the system receives an input sentence it will examine each word in turn and assign
a meaning to each word if such a word exists in its memory banks. Once the system has
finished examining the sentence it will have generated a set of intentions. After this it is a
matter of ”slotting” these intentions into the actions the system is designed to be capable
of performing. An illustration depicting the process an association rule system might use is
shown in figure 4.
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2.3 Overguessing and underguessing

From a logical perspective such a system has three possible outcomes: insufficiently guess-
ing the answer by not guessing the correct action or parameters, precisely guessing the
correct action and finally as well as most perplexedly guessing the correct action while
guessing more intentions than what was intended. The reasons behind why these different
phenomena occur are fairly obvious. If a system guesses no or insufficient actions and pa-
rameters this is simply because it doesn’t have the association rules required to form the
logical conclusion we desire. This is similar to a human being being unable to understand
something because they do not understand the meaning of the given words.

When it comes to exactly guessing the intention, these are simply the cases where the
logical conclusions the system draws are exactly what the intended action is. This is an
ideal case as this kind of answer would require no greater amount of work to be considered
successful. Rather they would fit perfectly into the ”slots” of an assigned action.

Perhaps the most complex case to handle is having to deal with the system when it
”overguesses”. In this case the system will produce the correct actions and parameters but
also a number of unneeded cases that somehow need to be filtered out in order to find the
”true” answer. This is more commonly known as ambiguity, as in the true intention of the
sentence is ambiguous. It should be noted that just because the system finds the sentence
ambiguous it does not necessarily mean that the sentence is ambiguous itself, rather that the
system finds the sentence unclear because the rules it has built up finds too many intentions
in the sentence it has examined. There isn’t a clear way of dealing with this although a
suggestion is presented in this thesis in section 4.1.

2.4 Self learning and contextual awareness

A system built upon association rules should theoretically be capable of learning words it
does not have any pre-existing rules for and creating a ”context” to work within if correct
guesses are made. This is done by adding the unknown words to the intention that was
guessed. The system would add this case to its build data and would allow for the possible
creation of a new rule when the system chooses to build rules from its training data. This
is, by itself, not necessarily enough to make new stable rules but rather it must also rely
on contextual reinforcement. Contextual reinforcement is the act of reinforcing existing
rules by adding a weighted value to each rule that lead to a successful interpretation of the
expected action. Together self learning and contextual reinforcement would theoretically
strengthen the system overall by improving useful rules and laying other less used ones by
the way side.
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3 Implementation limitations and results

The purpose of this system is primarily to examine the capability of association rule based
systems for the task of speech association given a set of rules and not to examine this specific
implementation of one. What follows is the limitations imposed upon a system in order to
make it a reality and the results from that system.

3.1 Possible & exact accuracy

To compensate for the fact that this system does not have a way of handling unwanted
intentions the results are divided into exact and possible cases. Exact cases occur when
the system only guesses the intentions we are expecting and no additional intentions are
created. Possible cases occur when the outcome of a guess contains the intentions we are
expecting as well as additional intentions that we are not expecting. A possible case is
therefore described as being the sum of exact and overguessed intentions. The possible and
exact accuracies are the percentage of successful test cases out of the total number of test
cases.

Depending on how a system implementation chooses to handle discarding unwanted
intentions the possible accuracy can be seen as a measurement of the maximum number of
cases that can be correctly achieved. Possible accuracy can only be achieved if all unwanted
intentions are removed which can be considered the best result a system can achieve given
a specific ruleset. Exact accuracy is the minimum number of test cases that will be correct
if the system cannot handle the unwanted cases. It can be seen as the lowest result a system
can achieve given a specific ruleset.

3.2 Limitations

Due to time constraints the system does not handle cases of overguessing, as this would
require deciding upon an optimized way of sorting out ambiguous results. An optimized
ability to discard unwanted intentions has not been examined and implementing such a
feature without extensive examination would give an incorrect picture of the system capa-
bilities. This is left as an open ended value as it is complicated to say what the ”best” way of
handling such cases are and is not exactly the focus of this report. The results of these cases
will be shown as ”possible cases”. Possible cases are considered to be the exact cases and
the overguessed cases together as overguessed cases have the possibility of being precise
cases if a correct [15] filtering method is used. As such possible cases can be seen as the
best case scenario for an attempted guess on a data set using a single set of rules.

Aside from the aforementioned handling of ambiguity there are other aspects missing
from this implementation that would ideally exists in a fully functional system. The reasons
for these limitations range from a lack of time, resources or simply because they are not
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required for the examination of the system. One of these aspects is that the system is cur-
rently only expecting to work with 1000 rules at a time. This is a practical limitation put in
place. Theoretically you could add an infinite number of rules and the number of possible
cases would quickly approach the size of the test data set. This is because the more rules
added the more words start to share intentions. This could lead to one word having several
different intentions, similar to the way a synonym works. So a possible side effect of adding
more rules is that possible cases will go up but precise cases will go down as basically each
case if affected by overguessing.

Another limitation is that the system is unable to handle multiple commands at one time.
This is once again something that has more to do with how someone hopes to implement the
system and there are a variety of different ways of handling this. Still being able to handle
multiple commands should be included in an ideal system, a feature that is notably lacking
from most modern implementations.

The system doesn’t have a way of handling incorrect guesses at the moment. If a robot
was to incorrectly guess something when interacting a user in reality the user would proba-
bly appreciate being able to confirm what the robot understood was what we actually said.
This isn’t implemented partially because it is more of a case to case implementation ques-
tion and partially because this is a system built for testing and not for user interaction.

More advanced features such as self learning and contextual reinforcement are also
left out simply because they can impossibly fit within the scope of time allocated for this
project. These features need to be carefully thought out and well understood before they
can be implemented otherwise they are more likely to cause more harm than good.

3.3 Handling of known sentences

Normally it is considered taboo to run a system against the same data it was built from, as
the test run is considered biased, but in this case it highlights a fairly important problem that
plagues association rules. Namely that when the 846 sentences are run against the system
that is built from them both exact accuracy and possible accuracy are surprisingly low,
around 55% and 62% respectively. What this suggests is that a large amount of connections
are lost during rule building.

Some critics will remain sceptical about the relevancy of the system running its build
data against itself, but it should also be noted that the possible of ways of phrasing a ques-
tion should ultimately become very repetitive after a while. A system built off contextual
reinforcement mentioned in chapter 2.4 would allow the system to improve by using input
data. Once the system has enough data to be able to handle the vast majority of ways a
sentence can be phrased most input thereafter would merely be variations of already known
sentences. Hence it is important we examine how well the system copes with sentences it is
already familiar with.

3.4 Cross validation

Cross validation is the method used to test our system against unbiased data while having
a limited set of data. This is done by dividing our data into 10 data sets. we will then use
the first of these sets as test data and build an association rule system off of the other nine
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sets. We then run the test set against our system we built. The results we get from this are
the first ”fold”. When this is done we return the first data set to the build data set and pick
the second data set as our test data. The process is repeated but with the second set as our
test data and all other sets as build data. This will become our second fold. This process of
testing is repeated until all 10 data sets have been tested which is to say for ten folds.

3.5 Handling of unknown sentences

The results of two ten-fold cross-validations with a build data set of size 764 and 84 test
data sets can be found in table 1 and table 2. The difference between the two is that the
second data set has been shuffled and does not ensure even distribution from all the differ-
ent data collection scenarios. Hence the second set is expected to fluctuate more than the
first. The reason for fluctuation is due to the fact that in certain test cases, data required to
build important rules is removed from the build data and put into the test data. Two cross-
validations are done: once with non-shuffled data that takes an even spread of test data from
all 9 scenarios and once with shuffled data that does not take scenario into account.

As can be seen in table 1 and table 2 the data shuffle doesn’t seem to affect the system
too badly and the system still has up to a roughly 43% to 48% possible accuracy with a
minimal 21% to 25% exact accuracy. Hardly ideal but still impressive for a system that has
most likely never heard those sentences before.

Table 1 Results of a 1000 rule system with non shuffled data.

Exact cases out of 84 Possible cases out of 84
21 37
21 37
17 32
13 31
20 39
18 38
23 46
16 39
18 39
12 31

Avg: 17.9 Avg: 36.9
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Table 2 Results of a 1000 rule system with shuffled data.

Exact cases out of 84 Possible cases out of 84
17 39
13 28
21 37
25 45
24 44
40 60
16 43
18 43
16 28
20 36

Avg: 21 Avg: 40,3

3.6 Result implications

Overall these results seem to indicate that it is possible to create a system out of association
rules that works within certain limits. Unsurprisingly these results can be quite low con-
sidering how it has been noted that association rule based system are notoriously unreliable
[14] when key rules are not made. Still it could be considered a problem that the system
loses a large amount of understanding during rule building. The relatively low accuracies
could be considered a side effect of having few repeating sentences in each of the nine
scenarios.

The system shows the capability to understand sentences even if the sentences in ques-
tion were not used in the build data and the system is capable of phasing out less relevant
words. It is however obvious that association rules, although a powerful tool, do not live
up to the standards that a commercial system would demand without handling the more
problematic elements of the system.
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4 Discussion

Looking back at our original premise we have: chosen association rules as a model to base
our system off of, examined how a command recognition system based on association rules
might be structured, looked at the aspects of such a system and finally we have implemented
a rudimentary system in order to examine how well the system fares and to examine poten-
tial problems. What remains is to discuss the problems found during the implementation or
testing process and discuss potential solutions.

The concept of an association rule based system is not particularly widespread in mod-
ern speech recognition implementations. Mostly because the association rule approach has
a very distinct set of issues that would make commercial viability questionable. There are
no results or problems indicative of the fact that this system would be entirely unable of
handling any aspect of a natural language. Theoretically an association rule based system
could adequately handle the natural English language, at least in a limited environment if
not in general.

Other natural languages might come with oddities that complicate the intention finding
process, but so long as the language is similar to English there are no obvious complications.
The problems that were encountered all have possible solutions. Below I have tackled some
important issues that have arisen during my evaluation of this system and my thoughts and
opinions in how we may go about tackling these problems in the future.

4.1 Handling overguessing & Ruleset size

Arguably the greatest problem the system faces is the problem of overguessing and ambi-
guity. This is because there isn’t really any absolute way of handling how to cull unneeded
rules. Ambiguity can occur for a number of reasons and each of these reasons require a
special method of handling [10]. As our results seem to indicate around half of the cases
that were possible cases had been over guessed.

A problem that seems to go hand in hand with overguessing is how many rules the
system should be allowed to have. Having too many rules will start to cause some very odd
links to occur, often on pre-existing words, to make one word have several intentions. If
the cut off for rules is too strict though a lot of less prevalent rules containing unique words
will start to disappear and cause a heavy spike in the number of underguessed cases. This is
simply because the understandings required to define the action does not exist. Furthermore
very infrequently used rules are often discarded by Magnum Opus and this leads to the
disappearance of what the system considers to be ”one off” occurrences. Still the system
needs to be able to handle a very large number of rules if we expect our system to continue
growing in terms of knowledge and capability.

My advice is to make rules with a very low barrier of entry in terms of strength but still
ordered by strength. Likewise when you have to start culling overflow intentions cull by
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order of strength. This is probably the safest way of culling intentions as strength is based
off of the occurrences of a rule in the data and if a rule is very strong and occurs often
it is usually a reliable indicator of which intention is more likely. It should be noted that
one cannot simply cull the intentions without forethought: intentions must be culled in a
specific order depending upon the type of command. This will be discussed more in the
next section.

4.2 Classifying commands

As mentioned in chapter 2.1 the data has a predictable data structure. Since these forms
are fairly predictable we are able to assign which rules lead to actions or parameters during
rule creation assuming rule creation has been implemented inside of the system. Intentions
can be therefore delegated as either actions or parameters. After this stage it is a matter of
deciding which action is the strongest. If there is no action it is obviously a failure state.
If there are multiple actions but we assume the system can only handle a single command
at a time a sound logical choice is to pick the strongest between the actions. Thereafter
since we know the original form of the intention from our build data we can tell how many
parameters an action requires and even which intentions the parameters are related to for
this specific action. After having decided on an action only then can parameter assignment
take place. If there are too many parameters left it is possible to filter out which of the
overflow parameters might still be relevant. The process an association rule system might
use to classify commands has been depicted in figure 5.

Figure 5: A figure depicting the logical flow of how intention to action and parameter
division might work.

The real problems come when you have to start handling multiple commands at once.
There is no way to know if a set of intentions should have multiple commands or if a system
simply guessed incorrectly. Nor is there any obvious practical method for sorting parameters
between the actions if one wishes to keep the option of flexible parameters open.
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4.3 Practice makes perfect

This particular system was implemented without having intentional repetitions in build data
sentences. This is unfortunate as repetitions in the data will create stronger rules in the
long run. Due to time constraints and the difficulty of simulating data sets that repeat in a
reliable fashion system tests have been on sets of data containing very few repetitions. This
is possibly a reason as to why the accuracy in handling of known and unknown sentences
was relatively low.

Ideally time and money willing a proper data collection with actual field data should be
collected. This is the surest and easiest way to know what people are actually asking and in
what ways they phrase questions. With this being said it can’t always be taken for granted
that a human might communicate with a robot or a terminal the same way a human might
communicate with another human we still try to strive towards ”natural” interaction. This
being due to the fact we cannot predict how a human will act towards a robot nor what their
previous knowledge of such a robot might be.

Some may treat the robot for what it is and express themselves curtly and to the point
using only vital keywords. Others may treat the robot as a fellow human and will use more
eloquent and polite language. Theoretically it shouldn’t matter if someone expresses them-
selves in short or long sentences. What does matter is that the system is able to understand
all the keywords it needs to make a viable set of intentions.

4.4 Dealing with unknowns

Although association rules have a potential method for handling overguessing if a command
is underguessed it really is a question for a particular implementation. These failed cases
occur when there are insufficient actions or parameters created by the system. The simplest
way to deal with a potential failed case is to ask the user to either rephrase or repeat the
question they just asked. This being in the hope the system missed out on a vital word or
that by rephrasing the sentence an alternate existing word can be found.

Even this presents some potential for self learning if done elegantly. If the system were
to save the previous statement and guess correctly on the rephrasal it would be able add the
previous statement to its rule building data set with the correct intention. Naturally there
must still exist an absolute failure state in which the system cannot comprehend even the
rephrased sentence. At this point the system should flat out state that it is incapable of
fulfilling the users desired wish and should instead direct the user towards an alternative.

In theory it wouldn’t be impossible to present the user with a set of interpretations of
a command that wasn’t quite understood. This would be very dependant upon the kind of
environment the system is located in and on what platform it is installed on. It might be
viable on a system that has some kind of screen interface but on a system that is primarily
audio driven it would be highly impractical to recite, what could potentially be, a very long
list of interpretations.

It is also quite possible to do a ”blanketing” command if we for some reason are unable
to quite fulfil the parameters needed to perform an action but wish to make an attempt
anyway. This can be done by performing an action that could possibly cover what was
asked for. For example if you’re at an airport and you ask a service robot what terminal
your flight leaves from. Let’s say the robot heard you ask for information about your flight
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but did not hear you ask about the terminal. If the robot shows you all the information about
your flight including which terminal you depart from the answer could still be deemed a
success even if the entire intention wasn’t understood by the robot. This is a somewhat
questionable way of acting though as the robot could start trying to do things that it isn’t
actually capable of. If such a feature were to be implemented it would be at the risk of the
client.

4.5 Logical imperfection

One of the most defining assets this system has is probably one of its most problematic
ones. By allowing it to choose its own rules we also allow it to make mistakes. This is
a very human concept, that we can make assumptions about something that turn out to be
false. Most of the points of discussion previous to this one have got some kind of method
of dealing with it or getting around it but the fact that this system can make incorrect rules
with no actual relevancy is nigh impossible to solve. The only way to deal with these cases
would be to increase the amount of build data until the rule is counteracted or to manually
adjust the rule. The foremost idea could cause unwanted side effects in other rules and the
secondary idea would probably only grow more impossible as the size of the build data
grows and rule strengths shift and warp making the manual changes irrelevant.

Ultimately in order for the system to keep an ”open mind” the data that the system is
built from must retain a sort of balance. If one occurrence weighs too heavily then other finer
nuances may be lost. This could be likened to a human being making decisions based upon
political ideology. If one were only read up about the motivations and reasoning behind a
certain ideology one would only be able to see things from that perspective. If one were on
the other hand to read up equally on both perspectives one would be able to make a decision
with equal ideas from both. It should be noted that this particular problem will arise more
as the building data set grows larger and the difference between the number of occurring
sentences changes. A possible solution to this has been suggested by Vaishali Ganganwar
[5]. He suggests that using a hybrid sampling at the data level could help to even out these
imbalances in data. This would serve to counteract over representation of data by adjusting
the build data if there are too many representations of a certain case.

4.6 Always someone to blame

Perhaps the most controversial part of this thesis is the idea of giving a system or a machine
a degree of self decision or independence. Indeed this is a question that relates not only
to this subject but to AI in general. People have already begun debating machine ethics.
Can robots make moral choices [13]? Who is to blame when the program does something
wrong, not because there was a fault in the system but rather because the system simply
chose to do so?

This is strangely a question I have no answer to. If we wish to incorporate more intel-
ligent systems into our every day lives we have to be willing to give them more autonomy.
If we give them more autonomy the chances that they make mistakes increase. These mis-
takes can be small things such as getting your order wrong at a restaurant to more impactful
scenarios such as taking you to the wrong terminal at the airport causing you to miss your
flight. Even such dire circumstances as you telling your self driving car to take you to the
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hospital because your wife has gone into labour which then promptly causes your car to
take you to the opposite end of town. We should of course add prompts as a kind of last
line of defence but I predict in the future we will come to rely on these systems more and
more. We will begin to take them for granted, begin believing they are merely an extension
of our will when in fact they are working entirely on their own basis. I fear that we will
begin to take this assumption of reliability for granted as these systems become so efficient
that almost no more flaws can be found. Even Stephen Hawking has levelled criticism [7]
towards how much freedom we are giving these systems.

So to who should fall the blame for these future mistakes? The programmers who
created the logical system? The society for allowing people to use these machines? The
machine itself for being malicious? There is not much point in blaming the machine as it
is unable to shoulder any guilt. It would be unfair to blame society for it has done nothing
wrong. It has only allowed the system to be used and its intentions were good. Does it fall
to us as the designers to shoulder the burden of guilt if something goes wrong? Yes and no.
While it is true that we design the safeguards for these systems no matter how many extra
safety clauses we add and how many unusual cases we take into account we can impossibly
handle every single scenario that can occur.

It is my view that even us users who intend to use these systems must be wary. We
do not need to assume that users have a deeper understanding of how these systems work.
what users do need to take into account is that the systems of the future are perhaps no
longer extensions of human will, such as a car or a plane, but rather devices with wills
and intentions of their own. We should keep a certain amount of skepticism towards these
system and know that they are far from perfect.

Ultimately I cannot claim to know with whom the blame will lie. As we see more
of these systems crop up in every day situations maybe it will become more obvious who
is responsible for monitoring these systems. For now there are no clear answers merely
thoughts about the future.
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5 Conclusion and future potential

Association Rule based recognition systems have potential. The ability to make use of
contextual reinforcement and self learning that follow with an association rule based system
shouldn’t be a capability that one dismisses lightly. I fully believe they have the potential
to help us on our path to solving the issues of having speech recognition in more hectic
environments as their ability to work with fragmented and unusual input are matched by
few other systems. This flexibility coupled with the fact that we wouldn’t have to manually
assign each and every word to a command makes this system highly desirable. As it would
become increasingly complex for other systems, such as decision trees to do the same.

Still this system suffers from a large number of limitations and problems that each need
to be handled more in detail before we can claim for the system to be prepared in any
particular amount of detail. Currently the system shows fairly low recognition rates with an
upper boundary of 60% for known sentences and 45% for unknown sentences. These could
potentially be improved by reducing the scope of the build data but increasing the amount
of and allowing repetitions of sentences.

In the future I hope to see the imposed limits removed and full functionality imple-
mented for a real system. Not only contextual awareness and self learning but the entire
process of being able to take a spoken sentence, create a set of words out of it, build a set of
intentions using rules and then perform a command from that. This would be an excellent
way of tackling some of the more abstract problems the system faces such as ruleset sizes,
command classification, implementing self improvement and so forth. For so long as this
system remains abstract these problems will also remain abstract. Only by solving these
problems one by one will we be able to unlock the full potential of this system.

On a final note we must always be cautious of the steps we take. Many fear how we
might lose control as we give increasing amounts of freedom to our creations. Surely it
must be our duty to remain vigilant and ensure that the systems that we create are here to
help us to live and not to live for us. Shouldn’t they?
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A Scenarios
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B Example Output

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Output format
%
%[Input sentence to be deciphered]
%[Expected set of intentions]
%[Guessed set of intentions]
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[AM, I, ALLOWED, TO, LET, MY, DOG, OFF, THE, LEASH]
[INFO, PARK, RULES]
[PARK, INFO, RULES]

[WHICH, DAYS, DON’T, THE, KIDS, HAVE, SCHOOL]
[INFO, SCHOOL, HOLIDAYS]
[HOLIDAYS, SCHOOL, INFO]

[SEND, THIS, TO, THE, CUSTOMER]
[BRING, MEAL]
[MEAL, BRING]

[WHICH, STUDENTS, HAVE, DETENTION, TODAY]
[INFO, DETENTION, STUDENTS]
[STUDENTS, DETENTION, INFO]

[HOW, MANY, VISITORS, HAVE, WE, HAD, TODAY]
[INFO, CONVENTION, STATUS]
[CONVENTION, INFO, STATUS]

[IS, THERE, SOMEWHERE, I, CAN, RECUPERATE]
[DIR, SECTION]
[DIR]

[TAKE, THE, PATIENT, TO, THE, X-RAY, ROOM]
[BRING, PATIENT]
[PATIENT, BRING]

[DO, YOU, SERVE, MOCHA, LATTES, HERE]
[INFO, CAFE, MENU]
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[MENU, CAFE]

[COULD, YOU, FETCH, A, NEW, MARKER]
[BRING, MARKERS]
[MARKERS, BRING]

[I, DON’T, UNDERSTAND, HOW, THE, SELF, SERVICE, SYSTEM, WORKS]
[INFO, SUPERMARKET, SERVICES]
[SUPERMARKET, SERVICES, INFO]

[DO, YOU, HAVE, ROOM, FOR, TWO]
[INFO, CAFE, STATUS]
[INFO, STATUS, CAFE]

[IS, THERE, AN, EXIT]
[DIR, EXIT]
[EXIT, DIR]

[WHERE, DO, YOU, KEEP, THE, DICTIONARIES]
[DIR, DICTIONARIES]
[DICTIONARIES, DIR]

[TIME, TO, MOW, THE, GRASS]
[BRING, TOOL]
[TOOL, INFO]

[ARE, THERE, ANY, CHILDRENS, BOOKS]
[DIR, SECTION]
[]

[WHEN, DO, THE, GATES, OPEN]
[INFO, FLIGHT, TIME]
[TIME, FLIGHT, INFO, HOURS]

[ARE, THERE, ANY, MORE, BOOKS, LIKE, THIS, ONE]
[INFO, BOOK, GENRE]
[GENRE, BOOK, INFO]

[IS, THERE, SOMEWHERE, WE, CAN, GET, COFFEE]
[DIR, BREAKROOM]
[DIR]

[WHO, IS, WORKING, THE, REGISTERS, TODAY]
[INFO, SUPERMARKET, SHIFT]
[SHIFT, SUPERMARKET, INFO]

[DO, YOU, HAVE, A, CATALOGUE]
[BRING, CATALOGUE]
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[CATALOGUE, INFO, BRING]

[TAKE, THESE, BOOKS, TO, THE, CASHIER, PLEASE]
[BRING, BOOK]
[BOOK, BRING]

[WHAT, KINDS, OF, DRINKS, DO, YOU, SELL, HERE]
[INFO, CAFE, MENU]
[MENU, INFO, CAFE]

[COULD, YOU, MOVE, THESE, BOOKS, TO, THE, STOREFRONT, WINDOW]
[BRING, BOOK]
[BOOK, BRING]

[GO, AND, GIVE, THIS, TO, THE, GUY, IN, OUR, BOOTH]
[BRING, OBJECT]
[OBJECT, BRING]

[IS, THERE, ANYWHERE, TO, SIT]
[INFO, CAFE, STATUS]
[]

[WHERE, IS, THE, EXIT]
[DIR, EXIT]
[EXIT, DIR]

[WHAT, IS, THE, AVERAGE, GRADE, OF, THE, STUDENTS, IN, THIS, CLASS]
[INFO, CLASS, GRADES]
[CLASS, GRADES, INFO]

[I, HAVE, LOST, SOMEONE]
[DIR, DESK]
[DIR]

[HOW, DO, I, PAY, FOR, THIS]
[DIR, REGISTER]
[DIR]

[ARE, THERE, BUSES, INTO, TOWN, HERE]
[DIR, BUSES]
[BUSES]

[GET, ANOTHER, CHAIR, PLEASE]
[BRING, CHAIR]
[CHAIR, BRING]

[WHO, HAS, THE, NIGHT, SHIFT, TODAY]
[INFO, SUPERMARKET, SHIFT]
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[SHIFT, SUPERMARKET, INFO]

[WHO, ISN’T, HERE, TODAY]
[INFO, HOSPITAL, SHIFT]
[INFO]

[GET, THE, NEXT, PATIENT, FOR, ME]
[BRING, PATIENT]
[PATIENT]

[HOW, LONG, BEFORE, CLOSING, TIME]
[INFO, STORE, HOURS]
[INFO, STORE, HOURS]

[HOW, DO, I, GET, MY, MEDICINE]
[DIR, PHARMACY]
[DIR, PHARMACY]

[SHOW, ME, WHERE, THE, RESTROOMS, ARE]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
[RESTROOM, DIR]

[WHERE, IS, THE, EXIT]
[DIR, EXIT]
[EXIT, DIR]

[TAKE, ME, TO, THE, BAGGAGE, DROP, OFF]
[BRING, PASSENGER]
[PASSENGER]

[WHICH, TERMINAL, DOES, THIS, FLIGHT, ARRIVE, AT]
[INFO, FLIGHT, ARRIVAL]
[FLIGHT, INFO]

[I, AM, HERE, TO, GET, X-RAYED]
[DIR, RECEPTION]
[DIR, RECEPTION]

[GET, THIS, CRATE, OVER, TO, THE, DAIRY, ISLE]
[BRING, MILK]
[MILK, DIR, BRING]

[ARE, THESE, TABLES, EXPENSIVE]
[INFO, TABLE, PRICE]
[TABLE, PRICE, INFO]

[DOES, THIS, CONTAIN, NUTS]
[INFO, MEAL, INFORMATION]
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[INFORMATION, MEAL, INFO]

[WHAT, DOES, THIS, COMPANY, DO]
[INFO, BOOTH, COMPANY]
[COMPANY, BOOTH, INFO]

[COULD, YOU, FETCH, THE, CHEF]
[BRING, CHEF]
[CHEF, BRING]

[I, WOULD, LIKE, SOME, CONDIMENTS]
[DIR, SECTION]
[SECTION, DIR]

[GET, THAT, GUY, FOR, ME]
[BRING, PERSON]
[BRING]

[I’D, LIKE, TO, SEE, THE, MENU]
[INFO, CAFE, MENU]
[MENU, INFO, CAFE]

[WHEN, WAS, THIS, PARK, OPENED]
[INFO, PARK, INFORMATION]
[INFORMATION, PARK, INFO]

[COULD, YOU, TELL, ME, WHERE, THE, TAI, CHI, CLASS, IS]
[DIR, SECTION]
[CLASS, SECTION, DIR, INFO]

[SHOW, ME, CLASS, A’S, SCHEDULE]
[INFO, CLASS, SCHEDULE]
[CLASS, SCHEDULE, INFO]

[HOW, DO, YOU, GET, TO, THE, EXIT]
[DIR, EXIT]
[EXIT, DIR]

[I, NEED, HELP, FINDING, MY, BAGGAGE]
[DIR, DESK]
[]

[DO, WE, HAVE, ANY, MORE, OF, THESE, IN, STOCK]
[INFO, TABLE, STOCK]
[TABLE, STOCK, INFO]

[ARE, THERE, TOILETS, HERE]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
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[RESTROOM, DIR]

[ARE, THERE, ANY, VEGETARIAN, ALTERNATIVES]
[INFO, CAFE, MENU]
[]

[WILL, THE, PARK, BE, HOSTING, ANY, SPECIAL, FESTIVALS]
[INFO, PARK, EVENTS]
[PARK, EVENTS, INFO]

[IS, THERE, AN, ICE, CREAM, VENDOR, NEARBY]
[DIR, VENDORS]
[VENDORS, DIR]

[COULD, YOU, PUT, THIS, IN, THE, LIVING, ROOM, SECTION]
[BRING, TABLE]
[BRING]

[WHAT, GRADES, DO, THE, STUDENTS, IN, THIS, CLASS, HAVE]
[INFO, CLASS, GRADES]
[CHART, CLASS, GRADES, INFO]

[I, NEED, THE, TOILET]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
[RESTROOM, DIR]

[HAVE, YOU, GOT, ANY, TABLES, HERE]
[INFO, TABLE, STOCK]
[TABLE, INFO]

[WHERE, WAS, THE, ENTRANCE]
[DIR, ENTRANCE]
[DIR]

[HOW, MUCH, LONGER, DO, WE, HAVE, TO, BE, HERE]
[INFO, CONVENTION, SCHEDULE]
[EXIT, CONVENTION, INFO]

[DO, YOU, HAVE, ANYTHING, FOR, THIS]
[INFO, MEDICINE, USAGE]
[INFO]

[CAN, I, BUY, TRAVEL, INSURANCE, HERE]
[INFO, SERVICES, INSURANCE]
[INSURANCE, SERVICES]

[WHERE, IS, THE, RESTROOM]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
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[RESTROOM, DIR]

[HOW, DO, I, GET, TO, THE, BATHROOM]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
[RESTROOM, DIR]

[WHERE, CAN, I, FIND, THE, MANAGER]
[DIR, MANAGER]
[MANAGER, DIR]

[WHERE, CAN, I, FIND, THE, NEXT, BOOK, IN, THIS, SERIES]
[DIR, SECTION]
[SECTION, DIR]

[WHERE, CAN, I, FIND, THE, EXPRESS, TRAIN]
[DIR, TRAIN]
[DIR, TRAIN]

[HOW, LONG, SHOULD, IT, TAKE, TO, BE, SEATED]
[INFO, CAFE, STATUS]
[INFO, STATUS, CAFE]

[CAN, YOU, FIND, AN, ICE, CREAM, SHOP, NEARBY]
[DIR, VENDORS]
[VENDORS, DIR]

[HOW, MUCH, DOES, IT, COST, TO, USE, THE, COPIER]
[INFO, COPIER, PRICE]
[COPIER, PRICE, DIR, INFO]

[TAKE, THIS, TO, THE, DAIRY, ISLE]
[BRING, MILK]
[MILK, BRING]

[HOW, DO, I, GET, TO, THE, CAFETERIA]
[DIR, CAFETERIA]
[CAFETERIA, DIR]

[GET, A, TEACHER]
[BRING, TEACHER]
[TEACHER, BRING]

[COULD, YOU, HELP, ME, FIND, THE, TOILETS]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
[RESTROOM, DIR]

[WHAT, DIAGNOSIS, DOES, THIS, PATIENT, HAVE]
[INFO, PATIENT, CHART]
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[PATIENT, CHART, INFO]

[COULD, I, BOOK, A, ROOM, SOMEWHERE]
[INFO, SERVICES, HOTEL]
[DIR]

[WHERE, IS, THE, CASH, REGISTER]
[DIR, REGISTER]
[REGISTER, DIR]

[WHERE, ARE, THE, RESTROOMS]
[DIR, RESTROOM]
[RESTROOM, DIR]

[WAS, THE, PATIENT, AN, ORGAN, DONOR]
[INFO, PATIENT, CHART]
[PATIENT, CHART]

Correct cases: 54

Possible cases: 60

Attempts made: 84


